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Hair clipper ENCHEN Sharp 3S
 
The ENCHEN brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.
  
ENCHEN Sharp 3S hair clipper
You don't have to spend money in hair salons often anymore. The ENCHEN Sharp 3S hair clipper will allow you to precisely cut your hair
at  home!  The  device  is  equipped  with  a  high-quality  blade,  the  length  of  which  can  be  adjusted  from  1-20  mm  with  a  special  comb
attachment. The product is very easy to use, and its working time reaches 90–150 minutes on a single charge.
 
 
High efficiency
The  razor's  motor  operates  at,  7300rpm,  and  its  power  reaches  5W.  This  translates  into  its  efficient,  reliable  performance.  The  steel
cutting head with a  high-quality  blade allows for  fast,  accurate,  yet  safe cutting -  don't  be afraid  of  irritation or  cuts!  The device also
works extremely quietly - it will also be ideal for clipping children.
 
 
Customize it to your needs
You no longer need to use many different comb attachments. Now you only need one! ENCHEN Sharp 3S razor is equipped with a special
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cap and knob, with which you can conveniently adjust the length of the blade in the range of 1-20 mm. Thanks to this, even a novice
user will easily adjust the device to his needs and get the desired results!
 
 
Long working time
Enjoy more freedom of  movement  during your  haircut.  ENCHEN Sharp 3S hair  clipper  works  wirelessly  -  it  is  equipped with  a  durable
600mAh battery. Fully charged, it can serve you for up to 90–150 minutes! It's charging will not take long - about 1.5-2 hours is enough.
The included cable allows you to charge the device with a charger, powerbank or even a laptop.
 
 
User-friendly
ENCHEN proves that cutting hair doesn't have to be a big challenge at all. The Sharp 3S hair clipper is very easy to use and feels great in
the hand. Lightweight and handy - you can easily pack it in your suitcase and take it with you on a trip. It is also possible to remove the
head of the device and clean it under running water. This way you will reduce the risk of bacteria multiplication and skin problems.
 
 
In the box
Hair clipper
2x comb attachment
Charging cable
Cleaning brush
Blade oil
Brand
ENCHEN
Model
Sharp 3S
Color
Black
Speed
About 7300 r/min
Blade length adjustment
1-20 mm
Rated voltage
5V
Rated power
5W
Battery capacity
600mAh
Charging time
About 1.5-2h
Working time
About 90-150 min
 
 

Preço:
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Antes: € 17.5029

Agora: € 16.00

Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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